
LET’S GO  TO THE
 RESTAURANT



An Apple a Day Keeps 
the Doctor Away



An Apple a … Keeps 
the Doctor Away



An Apple a … Keeps 
the Doctor …



An … a … Keeps 
the … …



Tasty Crossword
⚫ 1. Rabbits like this vegetable.
⚫ 2. People drink it usually in the morning.
⚫ 3. Bread with butter, ham or cheese.
⚫ 4. People drink it with milk or lemon and sugar.
⚫ 5. We use this vegetable in soups, fry and boil it.
⚫ 6. It’s a drink made of fruit or vegetables.
⚫ 7. It’s made of milk.
⚫ 8. Sweet food made for birthdays.
⚫ 9. Lovely food for bears.
⚫ 10. Round, red vegetable. 



Answers
            Carrot

          Coffee
                          Sandwich

                 Tea
            Potato

                 Juice                                    

       Butter
               Cake

              Honey
                        Tomato 



Find 5 things we can eat and drink

 jam, horse, house, coffee, book, school, 
sandwich, forest, crocodile, fish, porridge, 

morning, friend, chess.



Draw the stripes to separate the 
words

⚫ lemonsoupteasweethoneycabbagecakeha
mpotatocheeseegg



Put the phrases in order to make up 
a dialogue

⚫ Mother: Would you like some porridge?
⚫ Jim: Good morning! I’m hungry.
⚫ Mother: Good! Take some cheese.
⚫ Jim: I don’t like porridge. I would like some cheese
⚫ Mother: Good morning, Jim!
⚫ Jim: Thank you. 



Find some odd phrases
⚫ Repeat after me.
⚫ Stand up, please.
⚫ Would you like some…?
⚫ Do you go to…?
⚫ Here you are.
⚫ I would like…
⚫ Yes, please/No, thank you.
⚫ Jump, please.
⚫ Let’s sing together.



What would you like?



Solve the code
⚫ 15,10,13,7,2   16,10,13   7,5,6,3   12,10

4,1,14,3   11,10,8,3   4,10,9,3,16

1-a                          9-n
2-d                        10-o
3-e                        11-s
4-h                        12-t
5-I                         13-u
6-k                        14-v
7-l                         15-w
8-m                       16-y

---------------------------------------------------------------------------



How do you feel?
⚫ Are you happy?
⚫ Are you sad?
⚫ Are you tired?
⚫ Are you glad?

Thank you 
for your work!
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